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1 Abstract

Join optimization has been extensively studied in the database community. Research on join optimization
include join algorithms such as sort-merge join, indices such as B/B+ trees and bitmaps, different join orderings
(join trees) such as generalized hypertree decompositions. However, very little work has been done in regards
to in-equality joins. Apart from relational in-equality joins, the applications and importance of in-equality joins
can be seen in the information flow processing(IFP) systems such as data stream management and complex
event processing systems where temporal joins play vital role. Temporal joins are seen as in-equality joins on
the timestamp attribute of events in streams.

In this research, we introduce fast and compact in-equality join in-memory algorithm based on our defined
data structures Dynamic constant delay linear(DCLRs). We extend DCLRs from equi-joins in our previous
work [1] to support in-equality joins. We further discuss the notion of constant delay linear enumeration(CDE)
of query results from DCLRs without materialization. Existing works on CDE either employ compression of
query results followed by streaming decompression algorithms[] or a linear pre-processing algorithm before CDE
can actually take place. Moreover, we study the incremental evaluation alogrithm to handle situtations that
occur in CEP systems where one has to respond to updates in a publish-subscribe model.

In a nutsheel, we envision a unified model(called Dyn) that can tackle on one hand the traditional in-memory
relational data warehouse and database queries, and at the same time handle continuous queries employed in
IFP systems such as DSMS and CEP. We compare Dyn with the publically and commercially available systems
and evaluate the query processing time under updates and the runtime memory footprints. Our preliminary
results show that Dyn is more fast and takes space linear in the size of input database.
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